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VCalm®NWI™

Next Walk In
by Fortel Traffic, Inc

Dimensions
• Overall: 24”(w) x 30”(h) x 5”(d)
• Numerals: 16”(h) x 9”(w) Amber LEDs
Weight
• Less than 33lbs
Construction
• Enclosure: .090 Gage continuous-formed 

aluminum
• Lens/Door: 3/8” Polycarbonate
• Paint: powder-coated black, white, or 

orange

Fortel Traffic’s NWI™  product is a revolutionary device designed 
to work in conjunction with signalized intersections to display to 
pedestrians when the next walk phase will begin.

Brightest Display 
NWI™ utilizes high-volume high-intensity tightly clustered LEDs 
to maintain the highest visibility possible.  This proven method of 
authoritative message presentation demands attention, making it 
nearly impossible to ignore.

Lowest Power Consumption 
NWI™ uses proprietary PWMS™ LED technology that consumes 
50% less power than common LED technology.  Solar power with 
back-up batteries can be included to deliver complete autonomy.

Strongest Construction 
NWI™ maintains superior construction and durability with high 
quality components and no moving parts. The design meets the 
NEMA-3R specifications.  The design is modeled after VCalm® 
and many of the VCalm® signs have withstood severe conditions, 
including hurricanes, fires, and extreme temperatures.  VCalm® 
has consistently proved to be the longest lasting speed sign in the 
industry.

Simplest Programming 
Sign is factory-programmed and requires no additional 
programming.  It automatically-detects the amount of time before 
the next walk signal.

Saves Lives
Studies have shown that pedestrians are 20% more likely to obey 
the walk/no walk signals when using NWI™.  By encouraging 
the pedestrians to be more patient, less pedestrians will be injured 
in traffic accidents - especially in areas with a high volume of 
pedestrians.

Self-explanatory Message
The original installation of this product was in Las Vegas, Nevada 
USA where different people rotate in and out of the location daily.  
It’s highly likely that each pedestrian will see this sign for the first 
time.  Studies have shown immediate comprehension of the use of 
this product by pedestrians nearly 100% of the time.


